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Corporate marketers face an empowered and informed business 
buyer.  In today’s technology-saturated environment, customers 
are further along the purchase process than they’ve ever been—

without ever having been in contact with a vendor. As a result, market-
ers must embrace new technologies and tactics to reach potential leads.

Enter the age of marketing automation. Through innovative technol-
ogy, valuable content and cutting-edge marketing strategies, marketing 
automation has transformed how companies like yours identify leads, 
cultivate prospect relationships and close deals.

Few companies accomplish this with as much precision and passion 
as Eloqua. As a pioneer in the marketing automation software space, 
Eloqua continues to redefine how organizations approach the sales and 
marketing process. 

The company’s successful Initial Public Offering (IPO), coupled with 
announcements at Eloqua’s annual user conference of new product 
launches and platform enhancements, creates an optimistic future for 
Eloqua in helping corporate marketers achieve—and surpass—sales 
benchmarks.

As an Eloqua referral partner, our firm, Strategic Communications Group 
(Strategic), works with companies that use the Eloqua platform to drive 
revenue performance. In fact, three of our agency’s marquee clients, 
Blue Coat Systems, Mandiant and Polycom, use Eloqua, and we work 
with each to utilize the platform for lead scoring and lead nurturing in a 
field sales environment. 

In preparation for Eloqua Experience 2012, we launched an online publi-
cation, All About Experience, dedicated to the highly anticipated event 
and the corporate marketers who would be attending. 

Letter from the Editors

Content was comprised of exclusive interviews with Eloqua execu-
tives, profiles of conference speakers and attendees, and round ups 
of Eloqua related news, analysis and insight. 

In response to the nearly 18,000 annual readers of the publication, 
we compiled this abridged e-book of exclusive interviews with a few 
of today’s masters of modern marketing who utilize Eloqua within 
their own organizations. The following interviews with corporate 
marketers highlight and share best practices, along with insights on 
how Eloqua is helping them reach their targets and move prospects 
along the sales pipeline. 

As the editors of All About Experience, we’re always interested in 
hearing from readers like you. If you’d like to share your success or 
challenges with marketing automation, email us or call (240) 485-
1080.

Marc Hausman
President and CEO
Editor-in-Chief
mhausman@gotostrategic.com

Eric Koch
Co-Editor
ekoch@gotostrategic.com

Calista Rollogas
Co-Editor
crollogas@gotostrategic.com
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Autumn Coleman: Marketing Automation in Manhattan

Marketing Automation in Manhattan: Q&A with  
Autumn Coleman of Manhattan Associates 

One of the things we love most about Eloqua is its incredibly supportive 
community of staff and users. If you’ve ever visited Topliners, Eloqua’s 
own social media community, you’ve felt the buzz and excitement that 
this user group generates over marketing automation.

Once a year, this community comes out from behind the computer 
screens and engages face-to-face at Eloqua’s annual user conference. 
From novices seeking to understand more about the Eloqua platform 
to super-users sharing their successes and pain points, Eloqua enthusi-
asts around the country gather with one goal in mind: to enhance their 
marketing automation skills.

We recently had the privilege of speaking with Autumn Coleman, Senior 
Marketing Operations Manager at Manhattan Associates, a best-in-class 
global solutions provider for supply chain leaders out of Atlanta, Geor-
gia. She shared with us how her team is using Eloqua and what she’s 
hoping to accomplish at this year’s user conference. 

Can you provide us with an understanding of how Manhattan Associates 
uses Eloqua?
We’re getting more and more advanced by the day as we use Eloqua for 
a variety of projects and tasks. We use Eloqua for small, tactical projects 
like internal emails and landing pages, as well as larger projects like 
event automation and database segmentation. We’ve had great success 
using Eloqua cloud connectors to drive registrations for webinars and 
other events.

We’re also working towards nurturing a database of ideal “buyer perso-
nas” for our business.  Eloqua is especially great for lead nurturing and 
getting the right content in front of the right people at the right time 
based on the person’s behavior and how engaged they are with us.

Can you talk a little about how your team goes about crafting content?
At Manhattan Associates, crafting content is a collaborative approach 
among a variety of different people across the organization and Eloqua 
is the technology that supports the distribution process. Using the intel-
ligence we can gather from Eloqua, we craft white papers, case studies 
and webinars, and manage our corporate websites with  up-to-date SEO.
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We also like to re-purpose content that we’ve found to be successful in the 
past based on web and email click-through activity that we’ve been able to 
gather using Eloqua reporting. Testing engagement with subject lines and 
sample segmentation is a good marketing automation best practice as well. 

The first step towards effective lead nurturing is to flesh out the buyer perso-
nas for our ideal customer. Having a complete picture of our ideal customer 
by gathering demographic information like industry, title and role has helped 
us create workflows that will send the person through Eloqua derived from 
their activity with Manhattan. Using this information, we can intelligently craft 
content based on the needs and pain points of our target customer base.

How will you determine if your time at Eloqua Experience has been successful?
Being that this is my second year attending the user conference and having  
upgraded to the new version of the Eloqua system, I’m definitely going into 
the conference with a few goals I’d like to accomplish. 

First of all, I’m always on the lookout for any tips, training or best practices I 
can pick up about how to leverage the cloud for automation and operational 
efficiency, improve and maintain data quality, and anything else that allows 
me to show the value of Eloqua’s system.

Second, I’ll definitely be looking for information and training to further en-
hance the reporting of the system to the C-suite. The new version of Eloqua 
comes with a new business intelligence tool that offers deeper insights and 
metrics. I’m hoping to pick up some additional training and best practices on 
reporting at the executive level.

Lastly, I’m really excited to network with my Eloqua peers and meet other 
enterprise B2B customers and learn how they’re using the system. It’s easy to 
feel like you’re all alone in the world of marketing automation, but Eloqua has 
an amazing user group with a great sense of community. They want everyone 
to be successful. I really enjoy engaging in Topliners and building relationships 
with other Eloqua users who can be a great resource for information.

If there was one piece of advice you could share with Eloqua, what would it be?
I think training is key. Being in operations, developing my team’s training all 
the way down the line is important to me. The more training we can have from 
a beginner to an advanced level, the better. Make the best use of your clients’ 
time with training and availability.

“The first step towards effective lead 
nurturing is to flesh out the buyer 
personas for our ideal customer. Using 
this information, we can intelligently 
craft content based on the needs and 
pain points of our target customer base.”



Rhonda Wunderlin: Going Digital with Eloqua

Penton Media’s VP of Lead Services Talks Going 
Digital with Eloqua 

One struggle any modern marketer is familiar with is the evolution of 
an industry. When the inevitable happens, marketers have two choices: 
either keep up with business as usual and hope you survive, or reevalu-
ate your methods and better position yourself for success. 

One industry that has undergone significant changes in recent years is 
that of the media. Rhonda Wunderlin, Vice President of Lead Services 
with Penton Media, Inc., the largest B2B media company in the U.S. has 
witnessed the evolution of the industry firsthand. In today’s exclusive 
Q&A, Rhonda opens up on Penton Media’s move toward offering more 
services in the digital realm, how her firm uses Eloqua and her motiva-
tion for attending the Eloqua Experience conference each year. 

Can you provide us with a little background on Penton Media’s transi-
tion to digital and how your firm uses Eloqua’s marketing automation 
software?
Let’s begin with the dramatic shift that we’ve witnessed in the media 
industry over the last several years. Much like any other media organi-
zation in the B2B space, we’ve had to change our approach with how 
and where we communicate with buyers. And much of this change is 
attributable to a transformation of buyer  behavior, especially as buyers 
are now further along in the purchase process before they reach out to a 
vendor.

While we have 17 vertical markets that we provide media coverage to, 
there really is no sense in publishing solely in print when the majority 
of our audiences are in the digital space. Therefore, we’ve made adjust-
ments in our approach to incorporate more digital services to help our 
clients effectively reach the right audience.

As a response to this transition, Penton Media launched Penton Mar-
keting Services, which provides end-to-end marketing services to help 
clients create programs that integrate print, social and digital.  
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My area of focus is with programs that effectively move leads from the top to 
the bottom of the funnel with the use of various digital campaigns that can 
include content development and lead generation tactics. And this is where 
Eloqua comes into play for us, as their marketing automation platform can 
be used across various markets, to help our clients engage with their target 
audience, continue the conversation and help guide those engaged contacts 
through the decision process. 

What motivates you to attend Eloqua Experience? What do you intend to walk 
away with at this year’s conference?
Considering that I was an Eloqua employee for six years, going to the Expe-
rience is almost like going to a high school reunion. It’s exciting to see old 
colleagues and clients that I’ve known for years. Also, it’s great to see where 
people are now, how their careers have progressed and new ways they’re using 
Eloqua’s marketing automation to drive results.
 
I also look forward to seeing what the next best thing is at each event. This 
year, I’m especially curious to learn more about how industries that previously 
have not leveraged marketing automation are driving adoption and change 
within their organizations. 

Any funny stories or anecdotes from previous Eloqua Experience conferences 
to share?  
I was fortunate to attend the inaugural Markie Awards in 2007, which was a lot 
of fun. At that time, the event was a lot smaller, a whole lot smaller! It was held 
in a small room set up sort of like a cocktail lounge, and everyone stood around 
while Joe Payne handed out six crystal engraved awards. It was intimate, kind 
of like a family affair.  It’s remarkable to compare then to now. Now you have a 
much larger event in a giant ballroom, with really tough competition, com-
munity buzz for months prior, 20 categories as compared to 6 and instead of 
a crystal engraved award, you get a statue and status that compares to the 
Emmy of marketing automation.
 
It’s quite fascinating to see how the conference has grown over the years which I 
believe speaks to the commitment Eloqua has in ensuring their clients success.

“…much of this change is attributable 
to a transformation of buyer behavior, 
especially as buyers are now further 
along in the purchase process before 
they reach out to a vendor.”



Dave Liloia: Marketing Moves from Conceptual to Technical

Marketing Moves from Conceptual to Technical 
at PerkinElmer 

As readers may recall from our recent Q&A with Autumn Coleman of Man-
hattan Associates, one of the most anticipated aspects of Eloqua’s annual 
user conference is the opportunity to network with other Eloqua users and 
share tips and best practices. 

This opportunity becomes more valuable as marketing teams increasingly 
rely on reports and analytics to understand customers and accomplish 
their mission. In today’s technology-saturated environment, customers are 
further along the purchase process than they’ve ever been—without ever 
having been in contact with a vendor. Marketers can no longer rely on age-
old methods for success and must, instead, embrace new technologies and 
tactics to reach potential leads. 

We recently had the opportunity to speak with Dave Liloia, Associate Direc-
tor of Global Marketing Operations at PerkinElmer, a global technology 
leader, focused on human and environmental health. During our conversa-
tion, Dave shared with us how his company is engaging Eloqua to sup-
port sales and marketing efforts and how he handles the role of being the 
“marketing geek.” 

Can you provide us with some background on PerkinElmer and your role 
within the organization?
PerkinElmer is a global technology leader in the scientific manufactur-
ing space. Over the past 75 years that the company has been in business, 
we have expanded into four core areas of science: software informatics, 
genetic diagnostics, analytical sciences, and life science and technologies. 
From critical therapeutic and disease research and prenatal screening, to 
environmental testing and industrial monitoring, PerkinElmer is actively 
engaged in improving health and advancing quality and longevity of life all 
around the world. 

Within the company, I am the Associate Director of Global Operations. As 
part of the CMO staff, I provide a bevy of services to the sales and market-
ing departments.  
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My areas of responsibility range from improving and maintaining data 
hygiene, to coordinating and operationalizing trade shows and field 
events, to analyzing and improving process development. I also own the 
Eloqua platform and handle all analytics and reporting, SEO, web content, 
campaigns, and automated programs that look at progressive profiling, 
lead scoring, and lead nurturing. I look at and analyze the digital body 
language of current and potential customers. 

How do you use Eloqua to support your organization’s sales efforts?
At PerkinElmer, we view Marketing Operations as a centralized, shared 
resource with very streamlined programs and processes that can be 
deployed to any of our business units. Our team works as a single unit, 
but we’ve found success by assigning individual roles. For example, we 
have a single process for all activities within Eloqua but assign specific 
resources to support  the sales and marketing teams for a particular facet 
of our business. This ensures success whenever we receive a qualified 
lead, based on the information we’ve gathered from Eloqua, and that all 
of our constituents get the highest quality service and support. We’re 
always careful to take into consideration the  nuances present in each line 
of business and look out for their best interest by not applying the same 
template to everyone, but instead customizing defined processes to meet 
their individual goals. 

What are you looking forward to most at this year’s Eloqua Experience 
conference?
The most valuable aspect of attending an event like Experience is the 
networking opportunities. Through the conference, Eloqua is able to bring 
together the best marketers from around the world who employ the most 
cutting-edge, innovative and intelligent approaches in marketing and 
marketing automation. 
 
During EE, attendees don’t see themselves in competition with each other 
and aren’t looking to hold back proprietary processes or restrict informa-
tion. They are all very open and honest about challenges and solutions. It’s 
a great time to share (and steal) some great ideas! This is the same reason 
why I’m an avid member of Topliners and participate daily. 

I’m also looking forward to engaging with other industry professionals 
who share my role and responsibilities and discussing how they handle 
strategic and cultural challenges within their own organizations. We’re the 
technical arm of marketing and as we develop additional expertise our 
roles are changing. We are shifting from being a tactical support team to 
becoming a strategic partner at the table. 
 

 
If you had any advice for Eloqua to make Topliners better, what would 
it be?
The gamification of being a member of the Eloqua community has 
made Topliners a truly addictive place to spend my time. But is that 
sufficient to maintain a community for an extended period? I don’t 
think so. To take the next steps forward, Eloqua needs to continue to 
develop functionality that allows users to define their own communi-
ties within the larger population as well as to continue to build on the 
successes they have achieved so far.

“...Eloqua is able to bring together the 
best marketers from around the world 
who employ the most cutting-edge, 
innovative and intelligent approaches in 
marketing and marketing automation.”



Tom Disantis: B2B Sales in a Challenging Environment

B2B Sales in a Challenging Environment: Exclu-
sive Interview with Tom Disantis, Senior Director 
at CEB 

In a recent article, our editorial team had the opportunity to connect 
with Dave Liloia, Associate Director of Global Marketing Operations at 
PerkinElmer, a global technology leader focused on human and envi-
ronmental health. Dave was able to discuss how his firm uses Eloqua 
to support sales and marketing efforts, what he’s looking forward to 
most at this year’s Eloqua Experience Conference, along with advice for 
Eloqua’s popular Topliners community. 

Next up is a Q&A featuring Tom Disantis, Senior Director at CEB, the 
leading member-based advisory firm providing insight and actionable 
solutions to senior leaders and their teams. 
 
Tom is featured as one of the speakers to check out at the upcoming 
Eloqua Experience 2012 event in November. He will be discussing the 
Challenger Selling Model and its impact on helping sales and market-
ing leaders succeed in this dynamic and changing selling environment. 

In our conversation below, Tom provides a little background on his role 
at CEB, insights on what to expect from his presentation and what he 
would like attendees to walk away with from the Experience event. 

Can you provide us with a little background on your role at CEB? 
I’ve been with CEB for eight years and I lead a team of executive advi-
sors for the Sales and Service Practice helping our members build 
more effective organizations. Our team provides valuable counsel to 
our members based from CEB research and insights. 
 
I also work with senior executives to overcome pressing challenges 
that hinder corporate performance. Many of these challenges are 
addressed by putting into place proven industry practices. Examples 
of such practices include assessing key performance trends and risks, 
organizing and managing critical talent, and benchmarking perfor-
mance and plans. 
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Can you enlighten us a little on your presentation at Eloqua Experience 2012 
which focuses on The Challenger Sale?  
Let me first mention that we’re dealing with a radically different dynamic with 
B2B buyers than in years past. The volume of information that is now avail-
able online has enabled customers to be much further along in the buying 
process before they even reach out to a vendor. 

As a result of this dramatic shift, customers have likely made a decision on 
what they’re looking for by the time they first speak with a vendor to fulfill 
their need. Ultimately, this creates a challenge for sales and marketing as 
customers only want to discuss one thing – price. 

So how do we solve this issue for sales and marketing executives? 
First, we need to understand what actually motivates a customer to do busi-
ness with us.  When CEB analyzed nearly 5,000 B2B customers, the biggest 
determining factor we saw was improving the quality of the sales experience. 
In other words, of all the levers we can pull to influence our customers, the 
biggest one is improving the quality of interaction our sales and marketing 
teams are having with prospects and customers on a daily basis. 

This raises another question. If the sales experience matters so much, then 
what defines a successful sales experience?  This is where the Challenger Sell-
ing Model comes into play to create and capitalize on a quality sales experi-
ence with the customer. During my presentation, I will share three critical 
capabilities sales and marketing leaders must develop as well as specific ways 
sales and marketing can partner together to replicate the Challenger ap-
proach across their organization. 

What do you want attendees to walk away with at the upcoming user 
conference? 
Ultimately, the message I want to get across during my presentation is that 
sales and marketing leaders must understand that customers are buying 
from us very differently and that we need to evolve our approach.  Being a 
“customer-focused” organization is longer enough. This is a very difficult posi-
tion, especially for the account managers and sales reps out there meeting 
with customers and prospects. I will show how sales and marketing leaders 
can effectively engage with customers by delivering the one thing they actu-
ally want from a supplier in this complex buying environment.

“The volume of information that is now 
available online has enabled customers to 
be much further along in the buying process 
before they even reach out to a vendor.”



Michelle Burrows: Marriage of Marketing and Sales Drives Performance

One View of the Truth: How the Marriage of 
Marketing and Sales Drives Performance
In our previous editorial, we had the pleasure of interviewing Tom 
Disantis, Senior Director at CEB, the leading member-based advisory 
firm providing insight and actionable solutions to senior leaders and 
their teams. In our discussion with Tom, he was able to provide a little 
background on his role, along with insights on the Challenger Sales 
model and its impact on helping sales executives improve perfor-
mance in a changing consumer behavior market. 

This week we were thrilled to connect with Michelle Burrows, Vice 
President of Demand Marketing at inContact, a pioneer in helping 
call centers around the globe create profitable customer experiences 
through its cloud contact center software. In this exclusive interview, 
Michelle provides information on her professional background and 
her much anticipated presentation at the Eloqua Experience user con-
ference in early November. She also shares some practical tips that led 
her firm to capture success with the marriage of marketing and sales, 
along with some advice for Eloqua to improve its service to clients. 

Can you provide us with a little background on your role at inContact? 
I’ve been with inContact for two years and serve as the VP of Demand 
Marketing. My role entails a myriad of responsibilities, which primarily 
focus on the end-to-end marketing and sales process. My team brings 
in leads (inquiries) and nurtures those leads all the way through to 
booking with the use of marketing automation and a wide range of 
sales enablement tools. 
 
Like many organizations, our success relies heavily on a strong market-
ing and sales partnership. The alignment of our two departments has 
enabled us to exceed our opportunity creation goal, launch a custom-
er-centric regional event series and reduce cost per conversion (CPC) 
significantly, just to name a few. 
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Can you enlighten us a little on your presentation at Eloqua Experience 
2012? 
We’ve experienced tremendous success over the last two years in a number 
of different areas at inContact. This success however, would not have taken 
place if it weren’t for the solid partnership, or marriage, between marketing 
and sales.
 
Of course, the alignment of our two departments did not happen overnight. 
Just two years ago, our marketing team was referred to as the “sales preven-
tion” department.
 
My presentation, which is part of the Imagine It track, takes the audience 
through our journey of moving from sales prevention to sales creation. 

What were some of the tactics you used to get marketing and sales aligned? 
From the beginning, we took a deliberate approach to transform the dys-
functional relationship between the two departments. We had to make some 
simple, yet significant changes to remove some of these barriers. 
 
For example, either my team or I started attending every regional sales meet-
ing to improve collaboration. We also collaborated heavily with sales when 
we switched marketing automation platforms from Marketo to Eloqua. We 
involved the sales team throughout the sales process, connected our sales 
team leaders with their counterparts at Eloqua and had the sales leaders 
on almost every demo. This resulted in the joint decision to move to a new 
platform.
 
When we implemented Eloqua, we used it as an opportunity to thoroughly 
train the sales team on how to use the various Eloqua tools and playbooks to 
drive efficiency throughout the sales process.
 
It all really boils down to how we treat the sales folks. By nurturing the sales 
team as we would our prospects, we’ve been able to build internal respect 
and a collaborative environment. Two years later, we now have one view of 
the truth with related RPI’s (Revenue Performance Metrics) and terminology 
that both teams have agreed upon. This means we can monitor and manage 
the integrated marketing and sales funnel, and each team is accountable to 
each other with defined SLA’s (Service Level Agreements). It is much easier to 
measure success if we have a common understanding of what is defined as 
success beforehand. 

As an Eloqua user, what advice would you give to Eloqua that could be 
beneficial for other organizations? 
I’d like to see Eloqua be more prescriptive with clients.  I’ve been with 
Eloqua for a long time as I was an early adopter back in 2002. I continue to 
choose Eloqua as I have yet to find a better marketing automation solution 
and I believe their team is among the best and the brightest in the market-
ing space. However, I’d like to see Eloqua get a lot more proactive in shar-
ing best practices, lessons learned, and approaches from Eloqua’s other 
clients to help us get even more value from our programs.
 
Topliners, Eloqua’s social community, is a great place to interact and find 
answers but I’d like to see Eloqua facilitate the interaction between their 
customers a bit more deliberately versus waiting for clients to search for 
answers.

“Our success would not have taken place 
if it weren’t for the solid partnership 
between marketing and sales.”



Angela Smith & Matt Jacobson: Runzheimer Revs Its Marketing Engine with Eloqua

Runzheimer Revs Its Marketing Engine With 
Eloqua
As readers may recall from our recent interview with Dave Liloia, 
Associate Director of Global Marketing Operations at PerkinElmer 
or Tom Desantis, Senior Director at CEB, marketing is undergoing 
a major shift. Thanks in part to new technology as well as a better 
informed consumer, the industry is moving towards a more technical 
approach versus its traditional conceptual.
 
Don’t be fooled into thinking, however, that the conceptual element 
of marketing is irrelevant. In many organizations, the marketing team 
is comprised of both conceptual and technical marketing professionals.
 
This week, we were delighted to have the opportunity to talk with 
just such a team. Angela Smith, Senior Marketing Lead, and Matt 
Jacobson, Digital Marketing Lead, of Runzheimer International, share 
their experiences in bringing individual expertise to form a complete 
and cohesive marketing team. They also share how they are each 
utilizing Eloqua’s many functionalities to accomplish their mission, 
as well as expectations about this year’s quickly approaching Eloqua 
Experience.

Can you tell  us a little about Runzheimer and your role within the 
company?
Angela: Runzheimer International has been in business since 1933. 
We were created with the purpose of providing a better way to help 
companies with mobile employees, such as those who work remote-
ly, travel, drive or relocate for business, be more productive. Run-
zheimer specializes in employee mobility management and provide 
solutions to help organizations reduce expenses, increase agility, and 
improve employee satisfaction. We’re in a unique niche and we cur-
rently work with over 60 percent of Fortune 500 companies.
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At Runzheimer, we’re a small marketing team and we do a lot with our small 
staff. I’m the Senior Marketing Lead and my primary responsibility is campaign 
management. We are marketing eight product groups to various markets, 
including our flagship Business Vehicle products, and I manage all the cam-
paigns for the various lines. I work with team members to execute campaigns, 
website initiatives, trade shows, events, direct mail, direct marketing, database 
management and especially email campaigns.  
 
I spend a lot of time developing email templates, copy, and various digital ele-
ments. I rely heavily on Eloqua to accomplish a lot of this.
 
Matt: I’m the Digital Marketing Lead and was brought in to help make all of 
our systems communicate better, including integrating our legacy CRM sys-
tem with Eloqua to improve our inbound lead process and help keep the data 
clean.  On a day-to-day basis, I manage our corporate website, put up new 
content and pages, set up lead capture forms, optimize pages for enhanced 
SEO, and most importantly, I read and capture the digital body language of 
our customers and potential clients to help our sales team qualify and close 
opportunities faster. 

How are you specifically using Eloqua within your organization?
Angela: We’ve been an Eloqua customer since 2008. I have to admit that we 
didn’t do as much with the software as we probably could have in the first 
couple of years. We basically used it as a glorified email program. Now we’re 
ramping up usage by fully utilizing tools like lead generation campaigns, di-
rect campaigns, and nurture campaigns, as well as Eloqua’s sales enablement 
tools. 

What was your past experience attending Eloqua’s user conference?
Angela: Last year I was new to marketing automation in general and I didn’t 
know what to expect. I was incredibly impressed with the sheer number of us-
ers in attendance and their passion for marketing, marketing automation, and 
the Eloqua platform in general. Many people seemed very excited to show 
that they’ve attended the conference several years in a row. I was also very 
surprised that people were so open to share their experiences working with 
Eloqua and discuss what was working for them and what wasn’t. 

What are you looking forward to the most about this year’s conference?
Matt: When I joined Runzheimer, I was excited to walk into a company that 
already had a marketing automation system and I didn’t have to prove 
value of system. At the conference, I’ll be more interested in the adminis-
trative side of things. I want to find out more about the technical side of 
the platform like query strings, setting up java script, and running more 
detailed reports. It seems as if each week I’m learning about a new feature 
of Eloqua and I’d like to get as much insight and training as I can on those 
capabilities. 

How do you utilize Topliners, Eloqua’s social community?
Matt: Topliners is great. I’m able to get information from Topliners that I 
may not be able to find in the standard training sessions. I find that Toplin-
ers usually has information on more offbeat or non-traditional topics. To 
be completely honest, I usually go to Topliners first when I’m looking for 
answers about the platform. 

Angela: I’m amazed at the wealth of knowledge within the community 
and how willing they all are to share their expertise and advice. I can find 
incredibly detailed information, and most users on Topliners will go so far 
as to give step by step instructions. For Matt, it’s probably been a little more 
helpful with the technical aspect. I use it more for conceptual purposes and 
general purposes, like finding ideas for campaigns.

“We’re ramping up…by fully utilizing tools 
like lead generation campaigns…”
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